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Instructions: l) All questions are compulsory.
2) Figures to the right indicatefull marks'

3) Use of calculator is not ullowed'

Q.1. Answer the following. (5X4=20)

a) Prove that (p -- q) <+ (- p v q) is a tautology.

b) If the sum of three numbers in an Arithmetic Progression is 27 andtheir
product is 648, find the numbers.

c) Solve the following equations using Cramer's ru19-,

x+ 2y - z- 3, 3x - y + 2z:1,2x'2Y * 3z:2

d) What number must be added to each of the numbers 3,4,13 and 16 so

that the results may be in proportion?

OR

Q.I. Answer the following. (5X4:20)

w) Construct the truth table for (p - q) v (q A r).

x) If the 5th term of an Arithmetic Progression is 35 and its 9th term is 59,

find its n'n term.

lo -5 rl
tl

y)Findxif la 2 -11 =0
tl
114 *l xl



z) If 2x- 1, 5x - 6, 6x + 2 and 15x * 9 are in proportion, find the value of x'

Q.2. Answer the following. (5X4=20)

u) rr A - l: -.31 una n : t-.' o,l,
' tt 4l Ls *rJ'

find the matrix X such thatZX + 34 - B : 0'

b) If the seventh and fourth terms of a G.P. (Geometric Progression) are I92

and2|respectively, find the first term and common ratio'

c) From 2000 literate individuals of a town 60Yo read news paper A' 55o

read newspaper B and 20o/o readneither A nor B. How many individuals

read both the newsPaPers?

d) In a class of 8 boys and 5 girls a committee of 5 students is to be formed'

Findthenumberofcommitteeswithatleast3boys.

OR

Q. IL Answer the following. (5X4=20)

w) Find AB and BA whenever they exist where

A* l'-'.l, B- fi -^' 
'^1rL 

lo 4l' L3 o -41

x) Find three numbers in Geometric Progression such that their product is 27

and their sum is 13.

y) In a certain examination 53oh students passed in Economics, 610lo in

Accountan cy,600/o in Mathematics, 24Yo in Economics and Accountancy'

35Vo inAccountancy and Mathematics,2To/o in Economics and

Mathematics and 5/o students passed in none of the subjects' How many

students passed in all the three subjects?

z) Find n, if nCa: 5 x nC:



a) X={x I x is an even integer between 3 and 23} is the universal set.4={6,8,12,14}, B:{ I 0,16,221, veri$, that(A LJ B;,: A, n 8,.

b) Ho-w many different words can be formed with letters of the word'ARTICLE,? How many of them begin with I?

c) A firm allows l5%o trade discount on list price and afurther discount forcash payment at 5vo rate. Find the list price of an articlewith a netselling price of T:SOO.

[r 2 2j
d) If a : lz t 2 

f , show that A2 _ 4|is a scalarmatrix.
L2 2 ll

Q.3. Answer the following.

Q. ilI. Answer the following.

(5X4:20)

(5X4:20)

OR

w) Test the validity of the following argument.
"If the sun is shining, h_e wil play tennis. sun was not shining.
Therefore he did not play tennis.,,

x)rn-how many ways 6 gents and 2ladies can be arranged in a row if 2ladies never sit together.

y) A shopkeeper sold an article with T 50,000 as the list price at gyo
discount. Find the net selling price.

I r rl: I "' I . show that A2 - 5,{ + 7I is a zetomatrix wherel-l 2t'
LJ

ol,
. lls an rdentity matrix.lt
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Q.4. Answer the following. (5X4=20)

a) Two numbers are in the ratio 2:3.If 7 is added to each number the ratio

of these numbers is 3:4. Find the numbers.

b) Find the sum of the following series

3 + 33 + 333 + ---------*-- to n terms.

c) Find n if nP5 :20 * nP:

d) For an Arithmetic Progression 3,7,11, ...... Find Sn and 526'

OR

Q. IV. Answer the following. (5X4=20)

w) The ratio of A's present age to B's present age is 3:10. After 8 years, the

coffesponding ratio is 5:12. Find their present ages.

x) A person saved ( 16,500 in ten years. In each year after the first, he

saved { 100 more than in the preceding year' How much did he save in

the first year?

y) A council consists of l0 memberso 6 belonging to parfy A and 4 to the

party B. In how many ways can a committee of 5 be selected so that the

members of the party A are in majority?

f't rl [s 6f
z) If A= l: :i, B- l: !1,'r,o*that(A+B)(A*B): A2-Bz' L32J Lb)l


